Amended NOCSAE Standards Committee
Meeting Agenda
The Wigwam Sachem Hall
Litchfield Park, Arizona
Friday January 31, 2020

This meeting is open to the public and all interested parties. Because discussion time is limited, it may be necessary to place a time limit on public comment and other non-agenda items. If you intend to make a presentation on a specific topic or issue, please contact Melinda Cook at least 2 weeks in advance so that the agenda schedule can be adjusted, if necessary.

The meeting will begin at 8:30 a.m., adjourn at approximately noon for lunch and resume at approximately 1:15 p.m., if necessary. The agenda has been amended to correct two standards numbering errors.

8:30 a.m.—NOCSAE Standards Committee Meeting

a) Call to Order – Dr. Stephens
   (1) Approval of Minutes from July 2019 NOCSAE Standards Committee Meeting
b) Welcome and Introduction – Mike Oliver
c) Scientific Advisory Committee Report- Robert Cantu, M.D., SAC Chair
   (1) What’s New in CTE in 2019 Publications
   (2) History of NOCSAE Youth Football Standard
   (3) Presentation on research findings by Blaine Hoshizaki
   (4) Presentation on research findings by Steve Rowson
d) Counterfeit Products-Mike Oliver
e) Technical and Standards Report – Dave Halstead and Elizabeth McCalley
   (1) ND081-18am19a Standard Linear Impactor Test Method
      (A) Modification-Added Section 9.3.4 which states random impact locations may not be closer than one inch from any other previous impact location, and clarified the α and β angle rotations in section 6.6
   (2) ND002-17m19a Standard Performance Specification for Newly Manufactured Football Helmets
      (A) Modification-Corrected a typo in section 7.2
   (3) ND001-17m19 Standard Test Method and Equipment Used in Evaluating the Performance Characteristics of Headgear/Equipment
      (A) Modification-Changed the NOCSAE/SEI logo artwork for Polo Helmets
   (4) ND050-11m19 Standard Performance Specification for Newly Manufactured Polo Helmets
      (A) Modification-Changed the NOCSAE/SEI logo artwork
   (5) ND055-11m19 Standard Performance Specification for Helmet Mounted Polo Eye Protection
      (A) Modification-Changed section 4.3 from face to eye protector
      (A) Proposed Revision-Added language to impact in vertical position or 40 degree +/-1 degree tilt reducing possible random impact vectors
   (7) ND006-20 Standard Performance Specification for Newly Manufactured Youth Football Helmets
      (A) Proposed New-Submitted for discussion and vote as “Proposed New Standard”
   (8) Update on headform revision
   (9) Update on Chest Protectors for Commotio Cordis
   (10) Flag Football Helmet discussion
f) New Business
g) Adjourn